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3. Nabi Pak PBUH ki wovies ko kis Surat ma momino ki maayn kha gia.  
4. Sahh sitta consist of how many books.  
5. First hijrat of Muslims  
6. To touch hajre aswad during hajj is called ....istlam.  
7. On how many seats election were postponed because of death of candidates 
(2018 election)  
8. Nanga parbat is located at?  
9. In vacuum which method is used for heat transfer  
10. Some questions about area circumference of circle  
11. Antropy of heath is increasing or decreasing.  
12.Having same molecular formula but different structural formula called? 
(isomers, isotopes, none). 
 13.Convection is the form of heat transfer in? (liquid,solid, gas)  
14.what was the rank of pakistan in common wealth games 2018?  
15.how many countries participated in common wealth games? 
 16.author of the discovery of india? (jawahar laal nehru)  
17.who was the founder of english newspaper Comrade? (Molana mohammad 
ali jauhar)  
18.Squar of 32.  
19.name of Deputy chairman senate  
20 Neutron was discovered by 
 21.nucleus discovered by  
22.process of science  
23.heat conduction in vacuum  
24.which is not compressible. (solid, liq n gas)  
25.heat transfers through convection  
26.glimpes of history written by  
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27 In hajj, touching of stone  
28 cntrl + z  
29. Prophet S.A.W remains in madina for how long  
30. Which is the happiest country.  
31 Which is most admirable male in the world.  
32.bronze is alloy of  
33.international decade of ocean science for sustainable development 
34.entropy of universe  
35.unit of efficiency  
36. Rajaji formula  
37.sum of all interior angles of rectangular 
 38. Women seats in NA.  
39. Pakistan got how many postions in common wealth  
40.Malik gulam was Pakistan ist finance Minister. 
 41.comrade news ppr started by.  
42. Maximum length of text in ms word.  
43 Italy election date.  
Pakistan got _______ Position in Common Wealth Games 2018?  
Former president luiz Inacio lula da silva,who has been sentenced to 12 years 
for taking bribes and money laundering belongs to which country?  
Asian cricket council has decided to move the Asia cup 2018 from India to 
which country?  

contl+ k= hyperlink  
control+z= undo last action  
blue line= grammitical error  
surah tobha may Bismillah nahe ha  
surah al nimal may 2 time Bismillah  
Palistan is the land of Prophet  
islam first time migrated to madina  
260,000 pey 2% interest so annually?  
area of the circle and the circumference are 22/7?  
motorway IG police?  
curreent general deptuy of senate?  
nanga parbet ?  
the internally angle of rectangle are?  
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current international justice of pakistan?  
the formula arrange for which purpose between gandai and quaid azam 
?  
3)Surra es ....2 NA and 6 provincial assembly 15) saha sita 
6books of ahadis .... 16) cammeron banned for ball tampering 
17) 70 teams in common wealth games 2018 18) 24 th rank of 
pak in common wealth games 2018 19) billgate most admired 
man 2018 20) finland happiest country in the world.... 21) itly 
election 4 March 2018 22) myint Myanmar president 23) china to 
raise flags on mosques 24)asia cup transfer from india to UAE....  
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